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CORONAVIRUS 

As I write, the musical scene in the UK can only be described 

as bleak. There are no concerts. Festivals have been cancelled 

across the board. I was particularly sorry that the English Music 

Festival scheduled for the end of May did not take place, 

particularly as we were due to hear Joe Fort’s reduced 

orchestral arrangement of the Cloud Messenger. Nevertheless, 

I am assured by Em Marshall-Luck that the work will be heard 

next year together with some, if not all, of the Holst that was 

planned for this year. 

The Cheltenham Festival scheduled for early July has also 

been cancelled. I have been invited to join the committee of the 

Cheltenham Music Festival Society. I am very pleased to accept 

this invitation. I hope that, in some way, my influence might 

generate rather more works by Holst than we have heard in the 

past. 

I was particularly sad to hear that the Three Choirs Festival has 

also had to be cancelled. When you consider that it has taken 

place every year since the early 18
th

 century, apart from gaps in 

the First and Second World Wars, this is a particular blow. 

However, I understand that this year’s programme will take 

place next year and that the venue will remain at Worcester. 

The BBC Proms will apparently take place in a much truncated 

format, probably in early September. For some reason, the BBC 

has yet to publish any programme. 

The Holst Birthplace Museum annual concert in September, 

which celebrates Holst’s birthday, has also been cancelled. 

It seems to me that so long as the government is determined to 

stick with social distancing of two metres, the chances of 

anyone putting together a concert (other than to lose a 

substantial sum of money) seems extremely unlikely. If the 

government was to reduce social distancing to one metre, 

concerts might be possible. Nevertheless, no one has come up 

with any answer as to how concert promoters are expected to 

cover the shortfall in income. Not much chance of the 

government writing out a cheque for all those lost seats. 

Despite the absence of live music, the Society has, since the 

last newsletter, made further progress with regard to planned 

recordings (see below).  We are also keeping very busy with 

some 240 incoming/outgoing emails in May. 

 

LEEDS OPERA FESTIVAL 

The Holst-themed 2020 Leeds Opera Festival which was due to 

take place towards the end of the summer, has, inevitably, now 

been postponed. David Ward, the artistic director of Northern 

Opera Group, tells me that the programme will be deferred until 

next year and should take place towards the end of August 

2021. The programme will include Savitri, At the Boar’s Head 

and The Wandering Scholar. To find three Holst operas in a 

single festival is something unlikely to be repeated. I will let you 

know as soon as I have some dates and further details. 

THE ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING 

We normally schedule the AGM on the afternoon of the Holst 

birthday concert. We have previously held the AGM in 

Cheltenham and I hope that we can continue to do so. The date 

remains Saturday 19
th

 September, barely three months away. If, 

during the next month or so, social distancing is reduced to one 

metre, there is the possibility that we might be able to put 

together a recital on the Saturday evening. This is merely an 

idea, at this stage. I hope to have rather more detail in the 

August newsletter. In any event, I plan the AGM for 4pm on the 

afternoon of Saturday 19
th
 September. Please make a diary 

note. 

HALL OF FAME 

I usually, at this stage of the year, mention Classic FM’s Hall of 

Fame. As usual, of the top 300 pieces, Holst achieved just one 

entry, namely the Planets at position 25, up eight places on 

2019. The favourite piece, once again, was Vaughan Williams’ 

The Lark Ascending. 

It is interesting that this year, Vaughan Williams managed nine 

works in the top 300. However, of all the English composers 

Elgar came on top, with no less than ten. 

It remains very disappointing that the Hall of Fame only lists one 

work by Holst in 300. I think that it is important to try and 

convince those who run Classic FM to broadcast more Holst, 

bearing in mind that the radio station is the UK’s most popular 

classical music station. The problem is that if the producers only 

play movements from the Planets and ignore everything else 

that Holst composed, listeners will assume that Holst’s only 

achievement was the Planets Suite. They won’t vote for 

anything else if they don’t hear it on Classic FM. What we need 

is to locate a programme presenter who is keen on Holst and 

Welcome to the summer newsletter.  
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who would be prepared to play Holst and, more particularly, 

convince the producers that we should be hearing more Holst. 

RADIO 3 

Holst did quite well on Breakfast on 3 in April with his orchestral 

arrangement of Bach’s Fugue à le Gigue broadcast at the 

beginning of April, shortly followed by the Finale from the St 

Paul’s Suite. Later, we had the Brook Green Suite and Neptune 

from the Planets. On 19
th

 April, I was particularly struck by a 

recording of The Hymn to the Dawn from the Third Group of 

Choral Hymns from the Rig Veda. This was a recording by the 

Etherea Vocal Ensemble who were based in Connecticut in the 

United States. I will mention Etherea again, later in the 

newsletter. We also had Jupiter and Venus from the Planets 

towards the end of April. 

In May, we heard Jupiter and Neptune from the Planets, Hymn 

to the Dawn (again), the Brook Green Suite and Capriccio, the 

latter having been suggested by me. 

Based upon the broadcasts for April and May, Holst is doing 

well with an average of six works being heard each month. 

HOLST: THE SYMPHONIC POEM INDRA AND THE 

COTSWOLDS 

I first heard of Holst's Indra, a symphonic poem of 

1903 when I was researching material for my book The 

Indian Style (London & Chicago 1986). The piece 

concerns the battle between the mighty Indra and the 

demon Vritra who has captured the storm clouds and 

left the land parched. Hindu philosophy really 

appealed to Holst then.  I was preparing a concert for 

the Indian Festival of 1982 in London at the V&A 

Museum. I quickly found out that orchestral parts did 

not exist for Indra so had to drop the idea of doing it 

then, but my interest in the piece continued.  

It was not until my family and I had moved out of 

London to Chipping Norton in the Cotswolds that an 

opportunity presented itself. I had been working very 

intensively on all the Indian works for articles in 

TEMPO journal, work which was sponsored by the 

Holst Foundation. In 1987, I had the idea of starting a 

scratch orchestra to perform Indra and other British 

works. Then a friend, Clement Jewitt (who became a 

composer) volunteered to administrate for me and he 

enlisted the support of local businesses. The 

headmaster of the local school donated the school hall 

for the occasion.  I then began the arduous task of 

assembling the amateur players from all over the 

Midlands. Most people were only too happy to be 

asked providing they were the correct standard. These 

included an elderly lady violinist who had been at St 

Paul's School in the 1930s when Holst taught there. I 

did contact a lady from Cheltenham who refused to 

play Indra because it was an alien god which reminded 

me of the reaction Holst had experienced with his 

Vedic hymns. However, it still came as a shock in 

these modern times. Eventually 60 players were 

assembled from people who lived in Oxford, Banbury, 

Cirencester, Cheltenham and Warwick all eager to 

give a first performance of a work by Holst.  

We had help from the local press too who showed 

quite a lot of interest especially in the Holst connection. 

Holst had spent quite a lot of time in Oxford and 

surrounding area. Indeed, The Planets manuscript is 

held by the Bodleian Library. Colin Mathews arranged 

for a score and parts to be made by the composer 

Mark Anthony Turnage so all was ready for 

performance which finally happened on 25th March 

1987 in the late afternoon after rehearsing all day. The 

concert was of Indra and Dvorak’s 8th Symphony. 

It was not the finest performance but it was 

enthusiastic and complete, the most complete there 

has ever been. It was well received and led to a lot of 

new musical friendships.  

Such was the enthusiasm for British music that we 

played other music as well like the Planets and the 

Enigma Variations, together with the first modern 

performance of Parry's 2nd symphony and much 

more. 

In addition, we gave first performances of works by 

Delius (with the help of Eric Fenby) and John Foulds 

with the help of Malcom Macdonald. The project only 

came to an end in 1991 when I was appointed 

conductor of the Banbury Symphony Orchestra, 

although I continued the policy of playing British music.          

Raymond Head 
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‘CHORAL WORKS OF GUSTAV HOLST’  

The latest recording of works by Holst is ‘Choral works of 

Gustav Holst’ which appeared earlier this year given by the 

Caritas Chamber Choir under their conductor Benedict Preece. 

This is a recording that was sponsored by the Society. It 

includes a number of world premieres. Alan Gibbs has reviewed 

the recording which is set out below. 

A LOVE SONG FROM CARITAS 

Not far from the Royal Hospital, Chelsea, where I 

heard a unique performance of an early Holst anthem 

(cf last Newsletter) is the Duke of York’s Royal Military 

School Chapel (John Sanders, 1801).    This can now 

boast its own Holst connection as the venue for the 

fourth in the series of recordings assisted by Holst 

Society sponsorship.  Choral Works of Gustav Holst 

(no reference number) is directed by the Head of 

Keyboard and Chapel Organist Benedict Preece, who 

has researched and prepared scores for the purpose.  

The Caritas Chamber Choir takes full advantage of the 

opportunity to mix items which are, or should be, 

already familiar, along with lesser-known ones, of 

which nine receive their first-ever recordings.  The 

earliest of these is There’s a voice in the wind (H15 in 

the Thematic Catalogue), which dates from 1896, the 

year in which Light Leaves Whisper won the RCM 

prize awarded by the Magpie Madrigal Society.   The 

‘voice’ begins softly in the highest of the six parts but 

the music soon attains mf as it ascends and descends 

its G major motif.  These are not yet the sublime 

scales of the Ave Maria in memory of the composer’s 

mother and the jewel of his early period, but we can 

detect growing confidence in the manipulation of the 

two themes, the second in longer values.  The five 

songs of H48, at first linked with the Ave Maria in the 

same opus number and completed in the same year of 

1900, form a veritable family album of dedications.  

Two are to his stepmother and his aunt Nina, while To 

Sylvia and A Love Song are to Isobel, respectively 

before and after their marriage in 1901. She sang in 

the Hammersmith Socialist Choir which he formed in 

1895, so it is no coincidence that three of the songs 

are settings of William Morris.  (Caritas, interestingly, 

sang at the inauguration of an exhibition of Morris’s 

work in Madrid.)  The happy, spritely rhythms of To 

Sylvia (words by Francis Thompson) may suggest 

youthful expectation where the haunting refrains of A 

Love Song could betoken the deepening relationship.  

The first of the set, Love is enough, was chosen for the 

first Leith Hill Festival of 1905, but thought afterwards 

‘rather beyond the present capacity of the choirs’:  

Vaughan Williams noted that the music for the 

following year was ‘slightly harder, but that is 

necessary for our progress’.  And progress there was, 

undeterred by the odd initial miscalculation.  It is the 

only song in H48 to have been previously recorded in 

the series, by the Godwine Choir.  Although Autumn 

Song poses a special challenge in its frequent 

changes of style and rhythm, they are met with 

confidence by Caritas, composed of both professional 

and good amateur singers.  They give us nicely 

phrased ‘I love thee’ repetitions in a Thomas Hood 

setting (H57).  Of two Shakespeare songs, Come 

away, death (H48/4) contains nicely contrived 

antiphony between upper and lower voices.  His It was 

a lover and his lass (H59) runs the risk of competing 

with an already well-known melody, but Holst leaves 

us with infectious sequential ‘ding a dongs’ and a 

seductive, softly uttered postscript ‘Sweet lovers love 

the spring’.   Thou didst delight my eyes (H58) begins 

on the slow side for ‘con spirito’, but it is good to see 

Bridges represented:  Peggy Joseph (Mrs Hemming) 

told me of her happy memories as one of the St Paul’s 

Girls’ School choir singing Holst settings of Bridges’s 

poetry to him at his Boars’ Hill, Oxford home in the 

1920s. 

Of the more mature works on this CD, Diverus and 

Lazarus was on the old Hyperion Holst Singers CD but 

its inclusion on this one, well executed, was overdue.  

In her diary entry of Christmas Eve, 1890, Lucy 

Broadwood wrote that she had heard from Alfred 

Hipkins, the piano firm’s resident expert and ‘a great 

musical scholar’ (Tovey). He had sent her ‘an old 

Westminster tune “Lazarus” which he had noted down 

in [18]61 and [18]84’. This association of Herefordshire 

words and tune revealed, Lucy and J A Fuller Maitland 

included it in their pioneering English County Songs of 

1893.   Vaughan Williams adapted the tune to ‘I heard 

the voice of Jesus say’ in the English Hymnal of 1906 

and Holst made his choral setting of the original for the 

Thaxted Whitsun Festival of 1918, as Chris Cope 

points out in his notes.  RVW subsequently wrote Five 
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Variants for strings and harp on the same melody -and 

Holst pupil Irene Bonnett made an orchestral 

arrangement of her own which is in the SPGS 

archives.  This have I done for my true love receives 

an outstanding performance, from the clear-voiced 

initial soprano solo, through the choral variations in 

which every implication of the words is fully realized: 

darker hue and slower tempo for Judas’s treachery, 

with a wonderful change to the minor; depths of Hell, 

uncharacteristic soprano low notes joining the basses; 

and the exultant climax in bright six-part antiphony.   

Lullay my liking offers an interesting contrast of 

interpretation with Godwine, who go for alternate 

soprano and tenor solo verses where Caritas stick with 

soprano, and unlike Caritas maintain a consistent 

tempo between verses and choruses but allow 

themselves pauses at the ends of phrases.  Of one 

that is so fair and bright produces equally good 

quartets for the third verse, but Godwine have the 

edge in Bring us in good ale with their final 

acceleration to a very fast Presto.  How much had they 

consumed? But all praise to Caritas, for a very 

satisfying CD all round. 

                                                                                                                                 

Alan Gibbs 

BRITISH MUSIC SOCIETY 

John Dressler in the BMS Newsletter has also reviewed the 

recording and has written a follows:- 

This disc contains a compilation of part songs, a folk 

song and carols, brought together to create a varied 

CD of some of Gustav Holst’s lesser-known works for 

voices. Founded in 2011 the CCC has members from 

the East Kent area; the group often performs at 

Canterbury Cathedral.  

Mr Preece chose to open the disc with a wonderful 

note-against-note part-song, Now rest thee from all 

care, demonstrating the choir’s truly satisfying balance, 

diction and phrasing. Like several other works 

presented here, Mr Preece has made an engraving 

from the original manuscript.  

The set of Four Carols, dating from 1916 to 1918, 

need to be explored by choirs globally; it includes the 

familiar Lullay my liking and the not-so-familiar Bring 

us in good ale, which showcases brilliantly the men of 

the choir both in unison and in harmony. 

The listener will immediately compare and contrast 

Holst’s Dives and Lazarus (1917) with the popular 

work of RVW but of some 20 years later. In particular, I 

enjoyed the chord progression Holst uses in the final 

verse.  

The listener will be pleased with Holst’s settings 

especially To Sylvia and Come away Death - part of 

the set of Five Part Songs composed just prior to 

1900; they display solid imitative singing style of the 

women against that of the men. 

The stand-alone It was a lover and his lass is 

remarkable for its more reflective narrative of the 

poetry than the more lusty intent style sometimes set; 

several beautiful chordal structures are brought 

forward in this primarily note-against-note setting.  

The disc concludes with a setting of Thomas Hood’s I 

love thee. In similar fashion to Now rest thee that 

opens this recording, the setting highlights the 

roundness of timbre the CCC has. Another early work 

from around 1900 this setting features a wonderful 

series of chords smoothly moving about in peaceable 

manner, almost forecasting those used by Walton and 

Howells.  

This is a most welcome disc to acquaint us with Holst’s 

vocal writing less heard today in concert halls or 

sanctuaries than his large and smaller orchestral 

works. Many of these pieces given us here by Mr 

Preece and the CCC have now received world-

première recording status.  

John Dressler 

THE CLOUD MESSENGER 

The recording of Joe Fort’s arrangement of The Cloud 

Messenger, which appeared on the Delphion label, last year, 

has been reviewed in the Guardian. There follows the following 

extract:- 

Composed just before the Planets, Holst’s choral epic, The 

Cloud Messenger, has been neglected since its premiere in 

1913 (the same year as Stravinsky’s The Rite of Spring). It 
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couldn’t be more different. A ravishing outpouring of late 

Romanticism, it sets words by the Sanskrit poet Kalidasa: an 

exiled Yaksa, or nature spirit, persuades a passing cloud to 

send a love message to his wife in the distant Himalayas. 

Conductor Joseph Fort, has made a lean but faithful chamber 

version – in part to make the work better known – expertly 

played by the Strand Ensemble and warmly sung by the well-

blended choir of King’s College, London. They also excel in 

Holst’s a cappella Five Partsongs, Opus 12. (Delphion CD 

34241). 

MUSICAL MOMENTS 

One of our American members, Philip Brunelle, decided during 

lockdown to offer something to others, equally musically-

minded, that would provide some hope and encouragement. He 

decided that each Monday to Friday, he would offer comments 

on a different composer, each day. You can see and hear them 

on the VocalEssence website under ‘Musical Moments’ 

https://www.vocalessence.org/event/musical-moments-with-

philip-brunelle/. He featured Gustav Holst on May 14
th

. What he 

tries to do is to show several different sides of composition of 

each composer and does this with the piano. By the end of 

May, he had featured some 50 composers and tells me that he 

then had another 80 or more to go. Talk about dedication.  

Do please visit Philip’s website. 

HOLST 150 

It will not have escaped your attention that 2024 will be the 

150
th

 anniversary of the birth of Gustav Holst. The Society aims 

to celebrate Holst 150 with sponsored festivals, concerts and 

recordings. We are already making good progress.  

Paul Hindmarsh is the artistic director of the Royal Northern 

College of Music Brass Band Festival which takes place every 

January. Paul has agreed to feature Holst’s music at the 

Festival due to take place in January 2024. We hope that the 

Festival will feature music which we are presently discussing for 

a CD to appear that year (see below). 

Adrian Partington, the director of music at Gloucester 

Cathedral, who was artistic director at the Three Choirs Festival 

last year (which featured a substantial number of works by 

Holst), has suggested a Holst festival to take place over the 

May Day bank holiday weekend of 3
rd

 to 6
th
 May 2024. The 

festival will be based upon the Cathedral. Adrian and I have yet 

to discuss a programme, but you can be assured that there will 

be a host of Holst. 

I am hopeful about the Cheltenham Music Festival in July 2024. 

There will be something seriously amiss if the Festival does not 

feature a number of works by Holst who is, of course, 

Cheltenham’s most famous ‘son’.  

I have already written to David Pickard, the director of music at 

the Proms reminding him about Holst 150. The Society will 

continue to liaise with Mr Pickard with the intention of ensuring 

that much Holst is played at the Proms that year.  

The Three Choirs Festival will take place at Worcester in 2024. 

The Society will be making representations to Sam Hudson, the 

present director of music at Worcester, with regard to the 

performance of Holst’s music.  

You can be assured that the Holst birthday concert in 

Cheltenham in September 2024 will be solely devoted to his 

music. 

The Society also intends to raise a substantial sum of money 

with a view to sponsoring no less than 150 concerts in 2024 to 

be performed by amateur orchestras and choral societies and to 

feature Holst’s music. This will be a major challenge, but simply 

must be done. 

THE LATE JOHN ROGERSON 

John Rogerson died towards the end of 2018. He had always 

been a fan of the music of Holst, particularly enjoying the 

Moorside Suite for brass band. On one occasion, he and his 

wife Rosalind made a pilgrimage to Thaxted.  

Rosalind is now downsizing and wanted to dispose of John’s 

collection of CDs of music by Holst. She has very kindly 

donated the 12 CDs to the Society, which I have agreed should 

be used for ensuring a greater understanding of Holst’s music. 

Some of the CDs have already been sold to a new member of 

the Society. If any existing member would be interested in the 

following, could they please let me know:- 

1. The Cloud Messenger/ Hymn of Jesus/ LSO/ Hickox/ 

1990/ Chandos 8901 

 

2. Savitri/ The Wandering Scholar/ English Chamber 

Orchestra/ Imogen Holst/ 1993/ INCD7451 

 

https://www.vocalessence.org/event/musical-moments-with-philip-brunelle/
https://www.vocalessence.org/event/musical-moments-with-philip-brunelle/
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3. Fugal Overture/ Somerset Rhapsody/ Beni Mora/ 

Hammersmith/ Scherzo/ Japanese Suite/ LPO/ LSO/ 

Boult/ 1968-1972/ Lyrita SRCD222 

 

4. Brook Green Suite, plus works by Elgar, Delius, 

Warlock, Walton and Purcell/ RPO/ Wordsworth/ 1994/ 

Tring TRP037 

 

5. Two Songs Without Words/ Fugal Concerto/ Ballet 

music from The Golden Goose/ Nocturne from 

Moorside Suite/ Double Concerto/ Lyric Movement/ 

Brook Green Suite/ Capriccio/ English Chamber 

Orchestra/ Imogen Holst/ 1967-1970/ Lyrita SRCD223 

 

6. The Planets/ The Perfect Fool/ Egdon Heath/ St Paul’s 

Suite/ Moorside Suite/ Choral Hymns from the Rig 

Veda (Third Group)/ The Evening Watch/ Ave Maria/ 

This have I done for my true love/ Hymn of Jesus/ 

LPO/ St Pauls Chamber Orchestra/ Grimethorpe 

Colliery Band/ Purcell Singers/ BBC Chorus and 

Symphony Orchestra/ Solti/ Boult/ Hogwood/ Howarth/ 

Imogen Holst/ Decca 444549-2 

May I propose a donation of £30 from the first member whose 

email is received by me (chairman@holstsociety.org). Postage 

included. 

JAMES WILLSHIRE 

James is an international concert pianist. He has applied to the 

Society for a grant towards his recording of all Holst’s solo 

piano music that he had proposed to undertake in April 2020. 

However, in view of the Covid-19 pandemic, I suspect that the 

recording will have been delayed until later this year. Also to be 

included on the recording will be the music of another British 

composer, Cecil Coles. 

He asked for a grant towards the £1,000 cost of marketing. We 

have made a grant of £200. 

The last recording that I can trace of all Holst’s piano music was 

one dating back to 1995 given by the late Anthony Goldstone. 

More recently, some of the pieces have been recorded by Maria 

Marchant. Nevertheless, after 25 years, I think that it is fair to 

say that Mr Willshire is filling a gap. I will advise members once 

the recording has appeared. 

 

ETHEREA VOCAL ENSEMBLE 

In April, Breakfast on 3 broadcast Holst’s Hymn to the Dawn 

from the Hymns from the Rig Veda (Group 3). I was so 

impressed with the recording that I immediately acquired the 

CD which appeared in 2013 on the Delos Productions label 

based in California. The CD (DE3431) includes the whole of 

Group 3, together with the Eastern Pictures. There are also 

works by Prokofiev, Amy Beach, Joseph Rheinberger, 

Mendelssohn and Rossini.  

Since then, I have exchanged emails with the artistic director, 

Derek Greten-Harrison who explained to me that Etherea is a 

group of seven professional female singers. He makes up 

number 8 in his capacity as a countertenor. 

I had hoped that it might be possible for the Etherea Vocal 

Ensemble to record some of Holst’s unrecorded music for 

female voices but, unfortunately, the Ensemble has somewhat 

broken up with Derek moving to Washington. CD sales of 

classical music in the USA do not tend to be money-spinners. 

With production costs of approximately £12,000, the Ensemble 

would expect the Society to underwrite virtually all of the 

funding, which would frankly be prohibitive. This is a pity, 

bearing in mind the excellence of the singers. 

I am though in correspondence with a UK-based group of 

professional singers and hope that, in due course, they may 

decide to take on the recording.  

GOODMUSIC PUBLISHING 

In the last newsletter, I mentioned that the Society has now 

formed an association with David Good of Goodmusic 

Publishing who are based in Tewkesbury. I am pleased to 

report that Goodmusic has now published Holst’s Scherzo as 

arranged for organ duet by Richard Brasier (reference GM326). 

Any virtuoso organist member of the Society who is interested 

in acquiring the Scherzo, should approach Goodmusic directly 

(www.goodmusicpublishing.co.uk). 

I am also pleased that Goodmusic has agreed to publish 12 

partsongs by Holst, previously unpublished. These are in the 

process of being edited by John Wright, a member of the 

Society. They have all been engraved from original manuscript 

by professional musicians. Hopefully, the publication will appear 

later this year.  

mailto:chairman@holstsociety.org
http://www.goodmusicpublishing.co.uk/
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Our next project is the publication of songs for voice and piano. 

CD OF MUSIC FOR BRASS  

In the last newsletter, I mentioned this long-term project, which 

is planned for 2024, celebrating Holst 150. During the last 

month, I have made substantial progress with regard to this 

recording. I have appointed Paul Hindmarsh to produce the 

recording. Paul is artistic director of the Royal Northern College 

of Music Brass Band Festival which takes place every January. 

As mentioned earlier, Paul has agreed to include Holst’s music 

during the Festival arranged for January 2024.  

Paul has spent many years involved with brass bands and is a 

leading authority on the brass band repertoire. He is currently 

chairman of the European Brass Band Association Music 

Commission and has arranged a number of works for brass. 

Paul and I have agreed that a two-CD boxset is probably not a 

sensible project. Instead, we will initially concentrate on one 

CD. Although things may change, the CD is likely to include the 

following:- 

1. First Suite, arranged by Sidney Herbert 

2. St Paul’s Suite, arranged by Michael Kenyon 

3. Dances from A Morning of the Year, to be arranged 

4. Scherzo, to be arranged by Paul Hindmarsh 

5. Perfect Fool, arranged by Peter Parkes 

6. Marching Song, arranged by Dennis Wright 

7. Mr Silkret’s Maggot, to be arranged by Paul Hindmarsh 

8. Moorside Suite, as composed by Holst 

9. Fugal Overture, arranged by Alastair Wheeler (to be 

edited by Paul) 

This will take us up to approximately 80 minutes, which is more 

than the maximum for a CD. If a work has to be axed, it is likely 

to be the Marching Song. 

With regard to a band and conductor, we are both presently 

making some enquiries. I hope to make an announcement in 

the next newsletter. 

There is also the possibility of a second CD appearing in 2024 

which could comprise the following music:- 

1. The Planets Suite – there are various arrangements 

2. Brook Green Suite, to be arranged by Paul Hindmarsh 

3. Second Suite, arranged by Sidney Herbert 

We could also include the Marching Song if that does not fit on 

the first CD. The second recording would run for approximately 

78 minutes.  

What is planned is that the music will be recorded in June 2023. 

Some of the music will be played at the Manchester Festival in 

January 2024. The CD should appear in the spring of 2024. If 

we proceed with the second CD, that could follow some six 

months later. 

This is a really exciting project, in that it will ensure that all 

Holst’s works for brass and military band (the latter being 

arranged for brass band) will appear on two CDs. We are also 

including a number of orchestral works which will make a great 

impression in their brass band transcription. Although the First 

Suite, the Perfect Fool and the Moorside Suite have all been 

recorded before, the rest would all be world premiere 

recordings. 

With regard to the second CD, the Brook Green Suite and the 

Second Suite would be world premieres. Although the Planets 

would not be, the last recording appeared over 20 years ago. 

Another objective of the two CDs would be to bring all this 

music to the attention of the UK brass band movement, which 

should ensure that these pieces become part of their repertoire.  

THE ROBEY COLLECTION 

The Society has exchanged emails with Sue Read whose late 

father, John C S Robey, knew Holst very well as a member of a 

choir conducted by Holst and also at Chichester. John’s sister, 

the late Beatrice Robey, also sang under Holst. 

Sue has very kindly sent the Society some most interesting 

material, which includes the following. There is a typed 

instruction from Holst to both John and Beatrice dated March 

1930 concerning arrangements for a choral and orchestral 

concert in Chichester Cathedral arranged for Whitsun in early 

June of that year. The instructions are quite detailed and 

include reference to train times and reservations, together with 

accommodation and enclosing the music. 

There is also a copy of a letter from Holst to Miss Robey dated 

22nd November, believed to be 1932. A copy of the letter 
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appears next page, together with the photograph that Holst 

enclosed of himself. The letter is really quite poignant in that it 

mentions Miss Robey’s illness. Sadly, she died of TB the 

following January. 

There is a short letter (probably a postcard) dated 18
th
 May, 

clearly 1934 (this page). The festival referred to was due to take 

place between 20
th
 and 21

st
 May. It is not clear to whom it is 

addressed. A very similar postcard was sent to George Street, 

who at the time was the vicar of Bosham. 

Sadly, this was probably one of the last communications sent by 

Holst who died just a week later on 25
th

 May.  

The photograph (this page) is unusual because it shows Holst 

smiling on what is clearly a hot summer’s day. When the 

photograph was taken or where Holst was at the time is entire 

speculation. No doubt experts in millinery would be able to date 

the photograph from the two hats worn by the ladies on the right 

of the picture. 

There is also a letter dated 3
rd

 June 1934 from Margaret Brown 

to Mr Robey (not sure who Miss Brown was) in response to a 

condolence letter written by Mr Robey following Holst’s funeral. 

The Society is most grateful to Sue Read for providing this 

interesting material. 

LOCKDOWN CONSEQUENCES 

One of the consequences of the lockdown is that there is now 

more time to catch up listening to our CD recordings. Armed 

with the full score, I spent an hour or so last weekend 

journeying from Japan to Algeria and then on to New York 

listening to the Japanese Suite, Beni Mora and Capriccio. 

Uplifting music demonstrating the genius of Gustav Holst. 

SUBSCRIPTIONS 

The annual subscription became due on 1
st
 June. We have not 

increased the rates. The renewal form is attached. If any 

member would like to make a donation particularly towards 

some of our expensive planned recordings, that would be very 

helpful. 

 

NEXT NEWSLETTER 

Due to appear in early August. If members have any material 

for submission, do please let me know. Copy, please, by the 

end of July.  

Chris Cope 

Chairman 

10
th

 June 2020 
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